
THE DEVELOPMENT OF MASSACHUSETTS AND OTHER NEW ENGLAND

COLONIES

The New England Colonies of British America included Connecticut Colony, the Colony of Rhode Island and Providence
Plantations, Massachusetts Bay Colony, and the Province of New Hampshire, as well as France, England, and other
countries made several attempts to colonize New England early in the 17th century.

Many of the immigrants were well educated and their skills helped the Bay Company succeed in various
industries. The Rev. The colony also claimed additional lands by conquest and purchase, further extending the
territory that it administered. The Massachusetts Bay Colony was a tight-knit group, founded on the ideal of
being a harmonious community of people who agreed to work together and abide by the wishes of the larger
community. His own strict criteria for determining who was regenerate, and therefore eligible for church
membership, finally led him to deny any practical way to admit anyone into the church. John White. The
colonists obtained crustaceans and pelagic fish from saltwater bays and freshwater rivers, and Pilgrim fathers
also hunted right whales off Cape Cod. Teach students about the history of the world population with this
curated collection of resources. In , as a result of this continuing tension, the two groups were officially lodged
in separate houses of the General Court, with each house reserving a veto power over the other. There were
some residences in town for the artisans, such as the blacksmiths, cobblers, and those connected to shipping.
By the end of the 17th century, New England colonists had created an Atlantic trade network that connected
them to the English homeland as well as to the West African slave coast, the Caribbean's plantation islands,
and the Iberian Peninsula. Key Terms yeoman: A former class of small freeholders who farm their own land; a
commoner of good standing. Many New Englanders, however, refused to live within the orthodoxy imposed
by the ruling elite of Massachusetts, and both Connecticut and Rhode Island were founded as a by-product of
their discontent. The colony was very progressive for its time, passing laws abolishing witchcraft trials,
imprisonment for debt, most capital punishment, and on May 18, , chattel slavery of both blacks and whites.
Both colonies strove to maintain their independence but were only partly successful. The Pequot War in was
the first war between American Indians and English settlers in northeastern America and foreshadowed
European domination. See Article History Massachusetts Bay Colony, one of the original English settlements
in present-day Massachusetts , settled in by a group of about 1, Puritan refugees from England under Gov.
That resulted in the rapid increase of many new small towns: instead of having a few large metropolises, New
England was dotted with many smaller towns that were established by breakaway groups. The compact
expressed a community ideal of working together and was notable for its bold assertion of the right to
self-govern. Although Rhode Island remained at peace with the American Indians, the relationship between
the other New England colonies and the American Indians was more strained and often led to bloodshed. A
code of laws was drawn up, beginning with penal laws, which were actually borrowed from the Bible. If an
adult died without issue, his or her name could be carried on when the siblings of the deceased named children
in his memory. Early New England Society Early New England Puritan society was characterized by yeoman
farming communities and a growing merchant class. Blacksmiths, wheelwrights, and furniture makers set up
shops in rural villages where they built and repaired goods needed by farm families. They argued that the
Church of England was following religious practices that too closely resembled Catholicism both in structure
and ceremony.


